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Abstract—We report on the fabrication and testing of siliconnitride-on-insulator (SiNOI) nonlinear photonic circuits for
complementary metal oxide semiconductor compatible monolithic
co-integration with silicon-based optoelectronics. In particular, a
process has been developed to fabricate low-loss crack–free Si3N4
730-nm-thick films for Kerr-based nonlinear functions featuring
full process compatibility with existing silicon photonics and frontend Si optoelectronics. Experimental evidence shows that 2.1-cmlong nanowires based on such crack-free silicon nitride films are
capable of generating a frequency continuum spanning 1515-1575
nm via self-phase modulation. This work paves the way to timestable power-efficient Kerr-based broadband sources featuring
full process compatibility with Si photonic integrated circuits (SiPICs) on CMOS-lines.
Index Terms—Complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor
(CMOS), photonic integrated circuits (PICs), frequency
continuum, nonlinear optics, silicon-nitride-on-insulator (SiNOI).
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I. INTRODUCTION

ILICON-based photonic integrated circuits (Si-PICs)
provide a key technology platform paving the way toward
a brand-new optoelectronics featuring a considerable
integration potential with cost-effective complementary metaloxide-semiconductor (CMOS) technology and micro-nanoelectronics circuits and nodes [1], [2]. Moreover, the high-index
contrast of silicon-on-insulator (SOI) materials allows for the
implementation - over small footprints - of optical functions
providing us with the whole silicon photonics toolbox such as
optical resonators and laser integration [3], input/output (I/O)
couplers [4], high-speed modulators [5], Si-Ge photodiodes [6],
as well as filters and wavelength (de)multiplexers [7].
However, the effort in hetero-integrating III-V lasers on silicon
for generating on-chip multiple-wavelength optical signals for
both Si-based telecom and integrated spectroscopy applications
might soon reach a footprint bottleneck. More specifically,
most of the research and development effort was spent in recent
years on distributed Bragg reflector (DBR)- [3] and distributed
feedback (DFB)-based architectures[10] capable of providing
on-chip light emission to be fed into ring or Mach-Zehnderbased modulators [11] in order to accomplish data transmission
with non-return-to-zero or more complex modulation formats
for higher aggregate bandwidth. The main drawback sticking
with such solutions is coming from the global bandwidth limit
that can be achieved by using a single-wavelength emitting
source as well as from their contribution to the power
consumption of the optical link in term of pJ per transmitted bit
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(pJ/bit). For example, in the case of an III-V-on-Si DFB laser,
more than 350 mW of electrical DC and radio-frequency
powers are in fact necessary to feed light to modulators, which
can run up to 50-60 Gb/s due to their intrinsic electro-optical
bandwidth limitations. A possible solution to this drawback is
to use reconfigurable (or tunable) lasers in order to exploit
multiple-wavelength transmitting channels, counting a different
wavelength for each subcarrier. This solution requires
wavelength tuning, using e.g., heaters, which increase both the
circuit complexity and power consumption. Another way to
increase link capacity, while keeping steady the energy-per-bit
is to shrink the size of the laser diodes by using micro-disk
architectures [8] or vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers on Si
[9], having access to a larger number of wavelengths.
Moreover, recent solutions based on comb laser-driven dense
wavelength-division multiplexing (DWDM) silicon photonic
transmitters via microring modulators may well increase the
total aggregate bandwidth of the link, but the number of
transmission channels remains limited to the quantum dot gain
region, typically a few nanometers [12]. A paradigm shift in
optical transmission and integrated spectroscopy can be brought
forward by exploiting the full potential of 3) nonlinear optical
processes to generate optical frequency continua. Hundreds of
optical frequencies can be obtained in III-V alloys nanowires
with remarkable time-scale system stability [13] and in optical
parametric oscillators (OPOs) [14]-[16], thus substituting an
equal amount of III-V-on-Si individual laser diodes to be
integrated on a chip, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Nevertheless, III-V
materials need to be heterointegrated on silicon chips, making
this solution more costly and complicated to realize.
Concerning CMOS-compatible materials, prior work based on
stoichiometric Si3N4-based nonlinear nanowires and OPOs
made use of high-temperature annealing (~1200 °C) of the
nitride film and silica upper-cladding to break N-H bonds
otherwise causing absorption in the C-band [14]. Besides,
substrate preparation made by etching crack-limiting trenches
in the SiO2 bottom-cladding or damascene process has been
used to prevent the propagation of tensile strain-related cracks
in the nitride film [15], [16]. Although it resulted in relatively
good performance, this approach may eventually hinder the
straightforward integration of such nonlinear circuits on
existing Si-based photonics and optoelectronics. First, extreme
annealing temperatures are likely to degrade the silicon optical
layer underneath along with its optoelectronic functionalities
(e.g., modulation and photodetection). Secondly, beyond cracks
formation in the silicon nitride films, high stress would result in
significant wafer bowing (~ 500 µm) and consequent difficult
automated handling, thus preventing the access over several
pieces of equipment of a typical CMOS line. We report here on
the development of a new CMOS-compatible crack-free
process for the deposition of nitride-based films on 200- and
300-mm wafers for Si-PICs.

Figure 1 - Principle of ultra-high-speed-rate communications using nonlinear
integrated optics. Artistic view of a future ultra-high-rate transmitter,
integrating a frequency continuum broadband source onto a silicon
optoelectronic chip.

This approach overcomes the aforementioned drawbacks of the
SiN material platform, while remaining suitable for nonlinear
applications. Section II presents the whole fabrication process
of the silicon nitride waveguides. Section III is mainly devoted
to the passive optical measurement, while section IV presents
and discusses the nonlinear response of our silicon nitride
waveguides. Section V concludes the work and provides
readers with perspectives over future developments.
II. SILICON NITRIDE TECHNOLOGY
The whole process was based on 200-mm silicon wafers and
developed on LETI CMOS pilot lines.
Deposition method. The fabrication starts with the 3-µm-thick
thermal oxidation of the silicon substrate. In order to control
strain and to prevent cracks from appearing, the silicon nitride
layer is deposited via low pressure chemical vapor deposition
(LPCVD) in two (or more) steps counting a 365-nm-thick layer
each. Between the subsequent deposition stages, the carrier
wafer is rotated by 45° in order to distribute the uniaxial strain
along the overall film thickness. As indicated in the
introduction, the uniaxial stress would be accumulated in the
case of the rotation-less wafers resulting in a significant bowing
hindering the access to other tools of the CMOS line and
creating cracks in the nitride film. Each deposition run is carried
out at 780 °C with post-deposition cooling to around 630 °C for
20 minutes then ramp-up to 780 °C at 10 °C/minute in order to
accomplish the second deposition. This process ensures against
tensile-strain-related cracks, while providing a relatively thick
nitride film exhibiting good optical properties across the full
wafer. The deposition is carried out in a vertical chamber under
a 112 mTorr pressure using NH3 and dichlorosilane (SiH2Cl2)
as precursor gases, respectively introduced in the chamber at
200 sccm and 80 sccm flow rates. By measuring the wafer bow,
before and after removing the silicon nitride from the wafer
back side, the material morphological characterization - using
Stoney formula - revealed a tensile strain around +1200 MPa.
The high tensile strain is a clear indication of the stoichiometry
of the material.
Lithography and dry etching technique. Deep-UV (DUV)
lithography was performed on a ASML-300 stepper using 248nm DUV and 780-nm-thick M78Y resist mask followed by a 40nm-thick bottom anti-reflection coating (BARC). Fluoridebased dry etching was used to pattern the different architectures
on the Si3N4 film previously deposited using solely the resist as
hard mask and the SiO2 buried oxide as an

Figure 2 – (a) Scanning electron microscope and (b) focused ion beam images
of Si3N4-based nanowires before encapsulation.

etch-stop layer. In detail, a CF4-CH2F2-O2 chemistry was used
in a 300-mm reactor under 32 mTorr pressure and 150°C
process temperature. A 20-second SiO2 overetch was estimated
to range between 20 nm and 30 nm across the full 200-mm Si
wafer, while the waveguide side-wall angle was measured
around 5°.An etch rate of 110 nm/minute was estimated, while
the etching selectivity of the lithography resist against the
nitride layer is 1:1.5.
Encapsulation. Nitride circuits were then encapsulated by
plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) of a 3µm-thick SiO2 cladding layer at 400°C using SiH4 and Ar as
precursors. In Figure 2, we show both focused ion beam and
electron scanning microscope images of the devices fabricated
via the aforementioned fabrication process flow before
encapsulation.
III. OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS
First, linear optical characterization was carried out in order to
evaluate the linear propagation losses of the waveguides. The
linear propagation loss measurements were done using an
automated prober station across the whole 200-mm wafer, and
light was injected via 1-dimensional grating couplers (7
dB/coupler). We derived average propagation losses of 0.3
dB/cm at 1550 nm for two-mode waveguides with cross-section
dimensions (w × h) of 1400 nm × 730 nm and 1.7 dB/cm for
normal dispersion single-mode waveguides with cross-section
dimensions of 750 nm × 730 nm. The total insertion loss of
several waveguides with different lengths was measured and
the propagation losses of the fundamental transverse electric
polarized mode was inferred from the slope of the insertion loss
as a function of the waveguide length. These results were
obtained on randomly chosen dies and wafers to ensure the film
to be crack-free everywhere on each 200-mm wafers. The
measurements were averaged across 20 dies of different wafers.
As shown in the next section, these amount of losses are
sufficiently low for enabling Kerr-based self-phase modulation
(SPM) in our silicon nitride nanowires under reasonable input
peak powers.
IV. CONTINUUM GENERATION VIA NONLINEAR KERR SPM
Supercontinuum generation has given rise to a wide variety of
research, regarding both the approaches to generate it as well as
its target applications such as chemical sensing, medical
imaging, or high-throughput telecommunications [13]. In fact,
even moderate-bandwidth (of 60 nm) supercontinua are enough
for such selected applications. We refer to these as continuum

Figure 3 - Edge-coupling via inverted tapers tips of 160 nm ensuring coupling
over a wide spectral window for nonlinear tests. Deep-etch trench profile
(including 8° off-normal coupling facets) is to reduce feedback to fibers.

Figure 4 - Spectral broadening of picosecond pulses via Kerr self-phase
modulation (SPM) leading to the generation of a frequency continuum between
1515 - 1575 nm. (a) Spectral broadening at the Si3N4 waveguide output. (b)
Spectral broadening measured at the fiber output (i.e., before Si3N4 waveguide
input).

sources. As opposed to light thermal emission, these are highly
coherent. In nonlinear waveguides, the intensity-dependent
refractive index leads to SPM upon the propagation of short
optical pulses and the generation of spectral continuum via its
Kerr nonlinearity. The equation describing the related nonlinear
phase shift is as follows:
∆𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝛾𝑃𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓 (1),
where 𝑃 is the coupled peak power, 𝛾 is the nonlinear
parameter. It is related to the nonlinear index n2 through the
𝜔𝑛
expression 𝛾= 2 , where 𝜔 is the angular frequency, 𝑐 is the
𝑐𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓

speed of light and 𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the effective area The effective length
𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓 is given by 𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓 =

1−𝑒 −𝛼.𝐿
𝛼

. Depending on the linear

propagation loss 𝛼, Leff converges towards Lmax=1/ as a
function of the waveguide length (𝐿). By using the measured
propagation losses, we estimate Leff to be 1.43 cm for our 2.1cm-long single-mode waveguides, i.e., 56% of Lmax (2.55 cm),
meaning that by using longer waveguides we could get more
SPM and a wider spectral broadening for a given input power
and pulse duration. The efficiency in the continuum generation
is naturally limited by linear and nonlinear losses. In our case,
the latter such as two- or three-photon absorption are negligible,
as attested by the linear transmission of our waveguides, even
at high pump powers.
When a pulse passes through the silicon nitride waveguide, the
material intensity-dependent nonlinear index produces blueshifted spectral components on the trailing edge and red-shifted
spectral components on the leading edge of the optical pulse
envelope. As the process accumulates along the waveguide, the
pulse gets spectrally broadened, giving rise to a frequency
continuum. Edge-coupling (1.2 dB coupling losses) via inverted
tapers - as shown in Fig. 3 - was used in order to perform
extensive nonlinear optical characterization over a large
wavelength span in the 1.55 µm region. Using an external fiberbased laser followed by an erbium-doped fiber amplifier
(EDFA), optical pulses of 2-ps duration with peak powers
ranging from a few to hundreds of Watts at a repetition rate of
20 MHz were injected into the single-mode 2.1-cm-long silicon
nitride waveguides (750 nm × 730 nm cross-section, =1.7
dB/cm). No fusing of waveguides nor degradation of the
spectral broadening over time was observed. Experimental
results are illustrated in Fig. 4(a). As shown, by increasing the
coupled peak pump power, Kerr nonlinearity can be leveraged
into a SPM process capable to generate a wide-spanning

Figure 5 - Idler-signal degenerate four-wave mixing obtained in the silicon
nitride waveguides. A 𝛄-factor in straight waveguides about 7 mm long point
out to a 𝛄 -factor of 2.8 𝐖 −𝟏 𝐦−𝟏 , while the continuous wave conversion
efficiency is of -39 dB for 𝐋𝐞𝐟𝐟 = 𝟎. 𝟔𝟑 𝐜𝐦 and coupled pump power of 28 dBm
(20 dB attenuator is added at the output of the waveguide in order to protect the
optical spectrum analyzer).

continuum of new optical frequencies around the 1543 nm
pump wavelength. Note that on this plot, there is a nonnegligible contribution of SPM arising in the EDFA used to
amplify the pulsed laser signal as well as in the subsequent 7m-long silica fiber crossed by the pump pulses before they reach
the waveguide. The contribution of the EDFA to the spectral
broadening is independent of the pump power though, since the
latter is varied through the use of an attenuator placed after the
amplifier. To clarify the relative contribution of the 7-m-long
input fiber and Si3N4 waveguide to the overall SPM response,
we measured the spectrally broadened spectrum at the end of
the input fiber, before injection into the waveguide as shown in
Fig. 4(b). We also determined the nonlinear parameter of our
silicon nitride waveguides by performing independently fourwave mixing measurements between slightly spectrally detuned
continuous-wave pump and probe signals injected into a 7-mmlong single-mode Si3N4 waveguide via grating couplers. The
four-wave mixing conversion efficiency of our waveguide
follows the equation (2):
𝑃
𝜂 = 𝑖𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑟 = (𝛾𝑃𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓 )2 (2),
𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙

The dispersion effects are neglected in (2) due to the small
pump-probe detuning (1 nm) and dispersion of the waveguide
(-315 ps/nm/km by finite element calculations). From Fig. 5,
where the spectrum is normalized with respect to the
input/output grating couplers losses, considering 𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑓 =0.63 cm
and P=28 dBm (coupled pump power) we can derive the
nonlinear parameter 𝛾, which is equal to 2.8 𝑊 −1 𝑚−1 and
deduce the nonlinear index, which is equal 3.6 ×
10−15 𝑐𝑚2 . 𝑊 −1 (𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 750 nm × 730 nm). The probe

based broadband sources. In particular, a frequency continuum
is generated over the C-band using silicon nitride films without
extreme annealing, while a very well controlled optical quality
is obtained by the fine tailoring of the tensile strain during the
deposition process, preventing cracks from appearing with
high-reproducibility across dies and wafers. This work paves
the way toward a straightforward integration of broadband
sources on existing Si-based photonics circuits and process
including modulators, photodetectors, and (de-)multiplexers.
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Figure 6 - Comparison between the normalized spectral broadening at the
silicon nitride output and the single-mode fiber output.

and pump signals are multiplexed in a short-length singlemode fiber before entering into the silicon nitride waveguide
so we can say that the contribution of the fiber in the fourwave mixing is negligible.
V. DISCUSSION
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